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ABSTRACT

The important microphysical relationships determining the radiative properties and growth of ice crystals in stratiform cirrus clouds are investigated. A horizontally infinite cloud layer is modeled in the midlatitude upper troposphere. Optical properties of spheres of equal surface area are assumed to represent the scattering characteristics of nonspherical crystals, while the delta-Eddington approximation is used to solve the radiative transfer equations.

Classical expressions for ice particle growth and sublimation are coupled to those for radiative energy exchange in order to follow ice particle evolution within the cloud. The radiative properties of the clouds influence the balance among the cloud physical processes within the cloud. In the top 5 percent of optically thin clouds, the ice particle energy balance is essentially between latent and heat diffusion. In the case of clouds with large optical depths, the energy balance is between latent heat and radiation, i.e., radiative cooling enhances particle growth by vapor deposition. In the lower 5 percent of optically thin or thick clouds, latent heat and radiation are balanced by the diffusion of heat from the particle to the environment. Here, upwelling radiation enhances particle sublimation at cloud base. Environmental ice saturation ratio is the primary factor determining the energy balance during growth of ice crystals. When the ice saturation ratio is ~1, crystal growth rates are small, and radiative heating/cooling exercises a strong influence. However, for ice saturation ratios more than a percentage above or below unity, radiative influences on growth rates of crystals with lengths less than 200 μm are negligible.

We have followed the one-dimensional temporal evolution of 1-km thick cirrus cloud layers subsiding in still air. Crystals at cloud top grow larger with time while those at cloud base sublimate as the cloud settle into dry air, with the vertical fall distance greater for larger initial crystal lengths. The temporal evolution of the cloud microphysical characteristics results in modification of the radiation fields, both within the cloud and at the cloud boundaries.

1. Introduction

Clouds composed of ice crystals (cirrus clouds) occur frequently in saturated regions of the upper troposphere. They form as a result of in situ vertical motions in this region and also as “exhaust plumes” from deep convective clouds that extend vertically from the lower to the upper troposphere. Although often tenuous, these clouds can be extensive and long-lived. Cirrus clouds play an integral role in various atmospheric processes. Cirrus radiative properties are important modulators of incoming solar and outgoing planetary radiation (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967; Liou, 1973; Stephens, 1980; Ramanathan et al., 1983). Crystals falling from them may seed lower supercooled liquid water clouds and influence precipitation formation (Braham and Spyers-Duran, 1967). They may also influence tropopause formation and precipitate water from the stratosphere (Goody, 1964; Danielsen, 1982).

Over the past decade, there have been several theoretical studies of cirrus clouds. Heymsfield (1975a, b) has observed and modeled cirrus uncinus generating cells with prescribed wind fields. Hall and Pruppacher (1976) and Stephens (1983) have studied the influence of radiation on the growth and evaporation of single crystals. Wendling (1980) investigated the effects of longwave radiation on particle growth in static cirrus layers. Welch et al. (1980a) examined the radiative properties of ice crystals and cirrus layers at the solar wavelengths. Starr and Cox (1985) have studied convective cirrus cloud cells using a bulk parameterization of longwave and solar radiative properties based on ice water content.

Measurements within cirrus clouds show a wide range of particle shapes, sizes and concentrations. Sizes range from submicron to several millimeters, while concentrations may exceed 1000 L⁻¹. Some of these measurements are summarized in Heymsfield and Platt (1984). Cloud microphysical properties can vary widely between clouds that superficially appear to be of the same type, and even over distances of a few hundred meters within the same cloud. Owing to the complexity of the various physical processes involved in the generation, maintenance and decay of cirrus clouds, the modeling efforts have to proceed from simple approx-
imensions. These efforts have to be hierarchical in nature, with each successive one offering new perspectives into the physical processes associated with cirrus clouds.

We discuss here a study of the interactions between the microphysical and radiative energy exchanges in cirrus clouds. We consider cirrus layers containing monodispersed randomly oriented bullet-shaped ice crystals in the size range 75 to 300 μm. These sizes are typical of the cross-sectional mean sizes in many cirrus clouds. Although ice crystals in cirrus clouds have a wide variety of shapes and are polydispersed, we simplify the analysis here by restricting our considerations to a single shape and monodispersed size distributions. We assume, for the purposes of the present sensitivity study and from the viewpoint of convenience and simplicity, that the optical properties of the bullets can be represented by spheres of equal surface area (section 2). The radiative properties of the ice clouds are evaluated using the delta-Eddington approximation to the radiative transfer equation (section 3). It is shown there how cloud crystal lengths and concentrations are important in determining the solar and the longwave fluxes inside the cloud and at the cloud boundaries. Variations in sizes and concentrations, thus, affect the cloud-top cooling rate, cloud-base heating rate and the solar reflectivity and absorptivity.

The roles of radiative and thermodynamic forcing during the growth or sublimation of crystals are investigated using mass and energy balance equations (section 4). The effects of varying supersaturation and optical depth on the radiative, latent and diffusive fluxes to particles inside cirrus clouds are assessed. Microphysical processes are considered explicitly throughout the cloud. We consider ice crystal concentrations in evolving cloud layers and evaluate the energy balance at cloud top and base. This is in contrast to the earlier studies (Wendling, 1980; Stephens, 1983), where static cloud layers or the evolution of a single crystal were considered. The influence of crystal growth on the depletion of vapor in the cloud environment is discussed in section 5. The temporal evolution of the cloud microphysical and radiative quantities are analyzed in section 5 for simple idealized cirrus cloud layers.

2. Ice crystal optical parameters

Ice crystals occurring in the atmosphere exhibit a great variety of platelike, columnar and dendritic shapes with predominantly hexagonal symmetry. Columns with pyramid-shaped tips (bullets) are predominant at temperatures below −25°C (Heymsfield and Platt, 1984). The problem of scattering by crystals of such diverse shapes in different orientations is formidable. Thus far, only geometrically equivalent spheres or right circular cylinders have been employed for ice crystal scattering calculations (Liou, 1974; Hunt, 1973; Stephens, 1980). For purposes of simplicity, we choose to consider bullet-shaped crystals in random orientation and consider their scattering characteristics in terms of surface area equivalent spheres. This approximation is adequate for flux calculations of the accuracy required for the present study. We can write the optical cross sections for a given wavelength as

\[ \sigma_i = \pi r_{ES,i}^2 Q_{ES,i} \]

where \( i = 1, 2 \) or (3) for extinction, scattering and absorption, respectively. \( Q \) denotes the corresponding optical efficiency, \( r \) is the radius (\( Q \) is calculated from the Mie theory for a sphere of equal surface area, using the refractive indices given by Warren, 1984) and ES denotes sphere of same surface area as the ice bullet.

The dimensions of the equivalent sphere (\( r_{ES} \)) are calculated from the surface area (\( S_N \)) of bullet-shaped ice crystals (i.e., hexagonal columns with tipped ends):

\[ r_{ES} = \left( \frac{S_N}{4\pi} \right)^{1/2}. \]

Based on an empirical relationship (Heymsfield, 1972), we formulate

\[ S_N = 0.0334 L^{1.572} + 0.505 L^{1.786} \]

where \( L \) (cm) is the length of the crystal. Also, the mass of the crystal \( M \) (gm) is given by

\[ M = 0.0137 L^{2.572}. \]

For a homogeneous cloud of geometrical thickness \( Z \) and comprising monodisperse ice crystals with length \( L \) and concentration \( n \), the vertical ice water path is given by

\[ \text{IWP} = M(L) n(L) Z. \]

The optical depth (\( \delta \)) is determined both by lengths (\( L \)) of the crystals and their concentration (\( n \)). Thus, for a homogeneous cloud, the optical depth is given by

\[ \delta(L) = \sigma_{\text{in}}(L) n(L) Z. \]

The specific optical parameters (\( \psi \)) are defined as (Ramawamy and Kiehl, 1985) the ratio of the respective optical cross section to the mass. Thus, for example, the specific extinction is defined as

\[ \psi_i = \frac{\sigma_i}{M} = \frac{\delta}{\text{IWP}}. \]

For randomly oriented crystals of given density, the specific extinction, for example, decreases with increasing length at all wavelengths. We also note here that the single scattering albedo (\( \omega \)) is defined as the ratio of the energy not absorbed by the crystals to the incident energy at each scattering event.

3. Transfer of radiation

We employ the delta-Eddington approximation (Joseph et al., 1976) to calculate the radiative fluxes at both solar and long wavelengths. The application of
this method for solar radiation has been developed in
detail by Joseph et al. (1976) and Coakley et al. (1983).
In appendix A, we describe the application for the
longwave spectrum.

The transfer in the solar spectrum involves 56 spec-
tral intervals, with 47 of these in the visible and nine
in the near-infrared. In the present study, the cloud is
located between 10 and 11 km in a McClatchey (1972)
midlatitude summer atmosphere. The up- and down-
ward solar fluxes are calculated using the model de-
scribed in Ramaswamy and Kiehl (1985), with the ob-
vious difference being the introduction of a cirrus cloud
instead of the water cloud. The cloud single-scattering
properties in each wavelength interval are determined
according to the equivalent sphere approximation men-
tioned in section 2. Near-infrared water vapor ab-
sorption is evaluated using the exponential fits of Liou
and Sasamori (1975). Saturation within the cloud with
respect to water is assumed to be unity for purposes of
water vapor absorption calculations. The integrated
solar irradiance input at the top of the atmosphere is
1360 W m\(^{-2}\) while the cosine of solar zenith angle
is assumed to be 0.5. Surface albedo is assumed to
be 0.1.

In the longwave spectrum, we perform the calcu-
lations in the window (8–12 \(\mu\)m) region only, follow-
ing Stephens (1983). Because of the geometrical optics
assumption invoked in section 2, the calculation of the
single scattering properties at a single wavelength can
be expected to yield representative values for the ice
crystals’ behavior in the entire longwave spectrum.
Such a calculation, in contrast, is not possible in the
solar spectrum because of variations in the scattering
optical depth across the spectrum. Scattering is explic-
itly accounted for in the longwave, as shown in ap-
pendix A. The longwave fluxes inside the cloud and at
the cloud boundaries require a knowledge of the flux
incident at the top (\(\delta = 0\)) and at the base of the cloud
(\(\delta = \delta_f\)). These boundary conditions are prescribed as

\[
F^\uparrow(\delta = 0) = 30 \text{ W m}^{-2}
\]

\[
F^\uparrow(\delta = \delta_f) = 275 \text{ W m}^{-2}.
\]

These values were obtained as clear sky fluxes from
the model of Ramaswamy and Kiehl (1985). The cloud
top temperature is fixed at 224.5 K and the cloud base
temperature at 231.5 K. In the layers containing ice
crystals, only the particulate radiative effects are con-
sidered, i.e., the longwave properties of gases are ig-
nored. The assumption is made possible by the smaller
opacity of water vapor and CO\(_2\) relative to that of ice
crystals within the atmospheric window and at the al-
titude in question (see Paltridge and Platt, 1976). In
the present analysis, we consider only the effects inside
and at the cloud boundaries. We do not consider the
feedback effects on the rest of the atmosphere and the
subsequent modification of the fluxes incident at the
cloud boundaries. Also we do not consider clouds at
other altitudes. We have instead chosen to concentrate
on how clouds with different microphysical character-
istics evolve in a specific environment.

The cloud is subdivided into 20 layers, each 50 m
thick. This fine resolution is necessary for the investi-
gations of the microphysical processes discussed later.
Crystals in all layers are assumed to have the same
lengths initially.

a. Sensitivity of radiation fields to cloud properties

The parameters specifying the cloud properties are
crystal length and concentration, and the ice water path
of which two are independent variables. The sensitivity
of the radiative properties can be examined by treating
any of these three characteristics as the dependent vari-
able. The sensitivity of the radiation fields to variations
in cloud physical properties is examined here from the
perspective of constant ice water path. For a constant
ice water path, a cloud containing smaller crystals has
a higher specific extinction than one containing larger
crystals; the former also has a higher particle concen-
tration and a higher optical depth (see Eq. 5).

The cloud top radiative cooling (\(Q_T\)) in the upper-
most 50 m (i.e., top 5 percent) of the cloud is shown in
Fig. 1 for monodispersed clouds as a function of ice wa-
ter path. We select lengths of 75, 100 and 200 \(\mu\)m
which correspond to typical cross-sectional mean
lengths for ice crystal distributions observed in the at-
mosphere (Heymsfield and Platt, 1984). The range of
ice water paths and lengths chosen ensure that the con-
centration lies between 0.01 and 1.0 cm\(^{-3}\). For an ice
content of 20 gm m\(^{-2}\), a cloud containing crystals of
length 75 \(\mu\)m yields four times higher cooling at cloud
top than a cloud containing crystals of length 200 \(\mu\)m.

b. Solar radiation

The influence of crystal sizes on solar radiation is
shown in Fig. 2. Clouds comprised of crystals having

![Fig. 1. Longwave cooling rate (\(Q_T\)) in the upper 50 m of a 1-km thick cirrus as a function of column ice content for clouds containing crystals of lengths 75, 100 and 200 \(\mu\)m, respectively.](attachment:image)
This results in layers near the cloud top "sensing" more of the radiation incident from below the cloud base; the longwave cooling is thus reduced for the larger crystals. The optical depth in the solar spectrum also decreases with length; however, this results in a smaller decrease in the solar heating relative to the decrease in the longwave cooling. The difference between the magnitudes of the solar and the longwave convergences is a direct consequence of the higher absorptivity in the longwave. Note that, in contrast to the solar absorption, the solar reflection exhibits a larger sensitivity due to changes in crystal length, as seen in Fig. 2.

For very thin clouds, solar heating can compensate completely for and even exceed the longwave cooling at the cloud top. The optical depth at which this cancellation occurs depends on the altitude of the cloud and, thus, on the latitudes and season. Tropical cirrus, which are found at higher altitudes (colder temperatures), would exhibit a larger cooling than a midaltitude cloud of comparable characteristics. Hence, the optical depth where the compensation effect occurs would shift to lower values in the case of the tropical cirrus.

Similar arguments hold for the radiative heating rates at the cloud base (Fig. 3b). Again, with decreasing crystal length and for a constant ice content, the decreases in the longwave heating rates are greater relative to

---

c. Cloud top and cloud base

The solar and longwave heating rates at cloud top for a constant ice water path of 20 gm m\(^{-2}\) are shown in Fig. 3a as a function of crystal length. For the altitude considered (10–11 km), the longwave cooling dominates over the solar heating for lengths less than 250 \(\mu m\) and this is more pronounced for the smaller sizes, where the specific extinction and thus the optical depth are large. The solar heating for a crystal length of 75 \(\mu m\) is 10 K day\(^{-1}\) compared to the longwave cooling of 35 K day\(^{-1}\). With an increase in the crystal length for a constant cloud ice content, the number of crystals decreases, lowering the cloud optical depth [Eq. (5b)].
decreases in the solar heating rates. With decreasing optical depth, the crystals at the cloud base are more efficient in radiating to space. The magnitude of the warming of the cloud base would depend on the surface temperature (e.g., the diurnal cycle of continental surface temperature), water vapor amounts in the lower and mid troposphere and the continuum absorption.

The net effect at cloud base is one of heating while at the top it is one of cooling (for large optical depths) for the conditions assumed. For large optical depths, the solar radiative processes are overshadowed by the longwave processes both at the base and at the top of the cloud. The results shown in Figs. 1–3 also illustrate the uncertainty introduced when cloud radiative properties are parameterized as a single-valued function of the ice water path.

4. Thermodynamic-radiation interaction

The details of ice crystal growth (or sublimation) in the cloud environment discussed in section 3 are examined next. The equations governing crystal growth follow those described by Barkstrom (1978). Particle growth is constrained by the conservation of water mass and total energy at the particle surface. For crystals of a specific length $L$, the balance is prescribed by

$$\frac{dM}{dt} + 4\pi CD_i \Delta \rho = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$L_p + R_p - C_p = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

with

$$L_p = L_s \frac{dM}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$R_p = S_p + F_p = \frac{(S_{\text{div}} + F_{\text{div}})}{n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$C_p = 4\pi CK_i \Delta T$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $M$ is mass, $t$ is time, $C$ is the capacitance (equivalent radius for diffusive processes) of a bullet-shaped crystal, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient for water vapor, $K$ is the diffusion coefficient for heat and $f$ are factors describing the enhancement of vapor and heat transport due to ventilation during fall and due to high surface curvature if the particles are very small, $\Delta \rho$ is the difference in vapor density between the equilibrium value at the surface temperature and the environmental value and $L_s$ is the latent heat of sublimation (assumed constant), $R_p$ is the rate of radiant energy gained per crystal, while $S_{\text{div}}$ and $F_{\text{div}}$ represent the convergences due to solar and longwave radiation, due to crystal absorption, $n$ the number concentration of particles, $C_p$ the diffusive heat flux to the crystal and $\Delta T$ the temperature difference between the particle and the environment. The subscript "p" denotes specific quantities for individual crystals.

The analytical expressions for the mass growth rate and particle temperature, at equilibrium, are derived by solving (8) and (9) simultaneously. The solutions are identical to those derived by Barkstrom for growth of water drops but neglecting solute effects. Using a linearized form of the Clausius–Clapeyron equation for equilibrium water vapor pressure as a function of temperature, the ideal gas law and Kelvin’s expression for vapor pressure are combined to yield, after some algebra, the following equations for particle growth and particle-air temperature difference:

$$\frac{dM}{dt} = \frac{A_2 CS' - A_4 R_p}{A_5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$\Delta T = T_{\text{particle}} - T_{\text{ambient}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$= \frac{L_s S' + (R_p/CA_i)}{A_5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where

$$S' = (S - 1) - A_3$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$A_1 = 4\pi f_i D - \frac{e_s}{R_w T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$A_2 = 4\pi f_2 K$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

$$A_3 = \frac{2s}{\rho R_w Tr}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

$$A_4 = \frac{L}{R_w T^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

$$A_5 = \frac{L_s^2 + f_i K R_w T}{R_w T^2 + \frac{f_i D e_s}{f_2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

and $S$ is the ice saturation ratio, $e_s$ the surface free energy of ice, $\rho$ the bulk ice density, $T$ temperature (K), $R_w$ the gas constant for water, $r$ is half of the particle width and $e_s$ is the saturation vapor pressure at temperature $T$; $S'$ describes the effective thermodynamic driving force for growth, while $A_3 R_p$ and $R_p/CA_i$ describe the effect of radiative heating on particle growth rate and temperature. The expressions for the diffusivity of vapor and heat and the combined ventilation and curvature factors $f_i$ and $f_2$ are taken from Pruppacher and Klett (1978). Equation (13) is basically the classical particle growth rate equation (Howell, 1949) with the addition of a radiative energy term.

To examine the role of radiative, latent heat and diffusive processes, we define

$$\alpha_R = \frac{A_2 CS'}{A_4 R_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

$$\beta_R = \frac{L_s S'}{R_p CA_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Essentially, $\alpha_R$ compares the thermodynamic and radiative forcing in the growth rate of crystals while $\beta_R$
compares the thermodynamic and radiative processes in setting up the temperature difference between the crystal and environment.

For example, we consider the behavior of $\alpha_R$ in different supersaturation regimes for the case of the 1 km cloud discussed in section 3. The crystal length is 200 $\mu$m, the concentration 0.033 cm$^{-3}$ such that the ice water path is 20 gm m$^{-2}$. We find then from Fig. 4a that $\alpha_R$ is less than 1, i.e., the net radiative forcing (combined solar and longwave effects) dominates the thermodynamic forcing in the mass growth relation (13), for saturation ratios between 0.97 and 1.03. Within this restricted range of ice saturation ratio, growth may occur in subsaturated conditions due to radiative cooling (cloud top) or sublimation may occur in supersaturated conditions due to radiative heating (cloud base). For values of S outside this regime, saturation ratio dominates the growth or sublimation process. For example, if the value of S is 0.8 or 1.2, the thermodynamic forcing exceeds the radiative forcing by a factor of 26. This behavior is to be compared to that for large crystals ($\sim$800 $\mu$m; see Stephens, 1983), where because of the large surface area, radiation is significant for any saturation ratio.

The effects of radiation on the crystal air temperature difference ($\beta_R$) are significant for a wider range of ice saturation ratios than for $\alpha_R$ (Fig. 4b). The radiative energy is significant in determining the temperature difference between the particle and the environment for $0.89 < S < 1.1$, i.e., radiation contributes more than the thermodynamic process to $\Delta T$. Even at a value of S equal to 0.8 or 1.2, the thermodynamic forcing exceeds the radiative forcing by only 20 percent. Therefore, for any specific saturation ratio, when compared with the magnitude of the thermodynamic term, radiation has a relatively more significant influence on the diffusive energy exchange between crystal and environment than on the crystal growth rate.

It is evident that crystals developing in different saturation regimes in the atmosphere will have different growth rates and different balances between the radiative and thermodynamic processes. Supersaturation will occur in strong updrafts, particularly with low crystal concentrations. Ice saturation ratios will be approximately 1 in regions of weak vertical motion and high crystal concentrations. Such regimes, which see only slow crystal growth or sublimation, experience a proportionately large radiative influence due to cooling (at cloud top) and heating (at cloud base).

a. Microphysical energy exchanges in cloud

The microphysical exchanges involving the thermodynamic and the radiative processes in a 1 km thick cloud are investigated by assuming the cloud to consist of a vertical stack of 20 layers, each with a homogeneous population of bullet-shaped ice crystals. Air temperature, water vapor density, crystal length and concentration are assumed to be constant in any layer. We investigate first the magnitudes of the radiative, latent heat and diffusion terms in the nonspherical cloud with the following initial conditions. The ice saturation ratio in the cloud is 1.2. Particle concentration (0.033 cm$^{-3}$) and length (200 $\mu$m) are the same for each layer. The radiative calculations follow the description in section 3.

The vertical profiles of radiative, latent and diffusive fluxes are delineated in Fig. 5 in terms of the power delivered to or from a crystal at different vertical locations in the cloud (measured downwards from the cloud top). The radiative energy per crystal is denoted by $F_p$ (longwave) and $S_p$ (solar), the diffusive energy by $C_p$ and the latent heat energy by $L_p$. First, it is important to consider the situation in the absence of radiative fluxes. In this case, the latent heat release due to crystal growth will be balanced by diffusion of heat away from the crystal and there would be no vertical gradients in either the latent heat or the diffusive heat fluxes inside the cloud. For example, when S is 1.2, then the magnitudes of the two fluxes will be 1.35 microwatts per crystal everywhere within the cloud for the case examined in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5a, the profiles are shown of the fluxes within a cloud in the presence of longwave radiation only (nighttime case). At cloud top, relative to the no-ra-
radiation case, there is an increase in the latent heat release caused by an increase in the growth rate (due to radiative cooling). However, as shown above, radiative effects on the growth rate for \( S = 1.2 \) are small. Similarly, at cloud base, radiative warming effects are overwhelmed by the effects of supersaturation on crystal growth. Thus, the latent heat release throughout the cloud is almost the same as that in the absence of radiation. The major effect due to the longwave radiation is on \( C_p \). The cooling at the top results in lower crystal temperature (approximately 0.04 K cooling) and a reduced diffusion of heat to the environment compared to the case when radiative effects are not considered. At cloud base, similarly, the diffusion of heat to the environment is greater than in the absence of radiation (crystal warming approximately 0.07 K). As to be expected from prior discussions, the differences in the diffusive heat fluxes at cloud top and cloud base are quite large (e.g., an increase in the diffusive power of 1.8 microwatts per crystal at cloud base). The longwave cooling and diffusion of heat away from the crystals balance latent heating at the top, while longwave heating and latent heat balance diffusion of heat away from the crystal at cloud base.

We next illustrate the case when \( S = 1.0 \) (Fig. 5b) and during nighttime. Compared to Fig. 5a, the latent heat release is dramatically reduced (i.e., growth rates are small) despite radiative cooling at the cloud top. Similarly, at cloud base, the latent heat term is small and radiative warming causes the sublimation of crystals (i.e., latent heat transfer is directed from ambient air to crystal). Radiative energy emission/absorption is nearly balanced by diffusion heating/cooling. Note that even though cloud boundary crystal growth/sublimation rates are small, they are large percentagewise compared to the zero growth rate expected for \( S = 1 \). This is discussed after Eq. (22) where the relative importance of supersaturation and radiation in determining particle growth is described.

The case when both solar and longwave radiative exchange take place (daytime) is considered for \( S = 1.2 \) in Fig. 5c. Since the solar flux absorbed is small in magnitude compared to the longwave, only small changes take place in the latent and diffusive fluxes, compared to the results shown in Fig. 5a.

The effect of the extra power delivered to the crystal through absorption of solar radiation (which decreases from the top of cloud towards base) is compensated by the increase of the diffusive flux from the particle to the environment.

In general, the latent heat release decreases by a small amount from cloud top to cloud base due to decrease in the growth rate. This is primarily a consequence of longwave flux convergence, which is greater near cloud base than near cloud top. However, if the supersaturation in the cloud is high, the latent heat term is positive throughout, even at cloud base; \( C_p \) proportional to \((T_{\text{particle}} - T_{\text{ambient}})\); see (12) and (14) is positive throughout the cloud and heat is conducted away from the crystals everywhere within the cloud, with the amount conducted away increasing towards cloud base.

b. Effect of crystal concentrations

No unique relationship exists between crystal sizes and concentrations in cirrus clouds. We examine here the effects of different optical depths, as determined by crystal concentrations. The resulting changes in the energy balance in the various cloud levels alter energy convergences (or divergences). The influences of the radiative, diffusive and latent heat processes on the heating/cooling rates (in 50 m deep layers) at cloud top and cloud base as a function of crystal concentration \( n \) [or, equivalently, the optical depth via (5)] are shown in Fig. 6. The length of the crystals is fixed at 200 \( \mu \)m; \( Q_R \), \( Q_L \), \( Q_R \) denote the net radiative (sum of solar and longwave), latent and diffusive heating rates.

For the case when \( S = 1.2 \) (Fig. 6a), at cloud top, \( Q_R \) is negative (cooling) and decreases steadily with increasing optical depth due primarily to increase in the longwave flux divergence. Because growth rates are large (\( S = 1.2 \)), the latent heat released increases with increasing concentration so that, excepting at small concentrations, the latent heat and radiative cooling compensate each other. At cloud base (Fig. 6b) crystals grow in the supersaturated environment, making \( Q_L \) positive despite radiative heating. In fact, \( Q_L \) increases with increasing concentration, as does \( Q_R \). To balance
radiative heating and latent heat release, \( Q_C \) becomes large and negative with increasing concentrations and this heat is conducted away from the crystal.

5. Temporal evolution of physical parameters

In sections 3 and 4, the microphysical factors affecting the radiative processes and the growth (or sublimation) of ice crystals at low temperatures (7 \( \sim \) 228 K) were examined individually. In this section, the interactions among the various factors are investigated by considering the evolution of a one-dimensional model cirrus cloud over 40 minutes. We consider a simple stratiform cloud that is 1 km thick initially, is of infinite horizontal extent and bereft of turbulent motions. The objective here is to distinguish the important physical changes that accompany cloud evolution during the initial periods. The methodology involved in performing the simulation is described in appendix B. The initial conditions chosen are a particle concentration of 0.033 cm\(^{-3}\) of 200 \( \mu \)m bullets. The ice saturation ratio in the layer is initially 1.2 and below cloud it is 0.9. Air temperature (228 K) and pressure (250 mb) are everywhere the same initially. Pressure is held constant during the simulation although temperature may change with time. Pressure influences primarily the diffusivity terms in the crystal growth equation and aerodynamic drag in the fallspeed equation. Holding the pressure constant is not a severe restriction for a 1 km cloud over the time scales considered below.

In the simulation, some convective motion can be pictured as having set up an initially humid layer in which ice nucleation occurs as liquid water saturation is approached. This is a realistic assumption at low temperatures in the upper troposphere (Heymsfield, 1973; 1975a). Crystals are assumed to appear simultaneously everywhere within the cloud. Rapid particle growth follows nucleation since there is a relatively large supersaturation with respect to ice and particles quickly grow large enough to settle against the weak upward motions which set up the supersaturation. Thus, the simulation aims to capture the essence of horizontally extensive cirrus cloud evolution in layers with weak or no upward motion.

The temporal evolution of the positions of the upper and lower cloud boundaries and maximum and minimum crystal size are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Ice particles grow in the initially supersaturated layer and fall into dry air below. Once in the dry air the lowest cloud layers begin to sublimate leading to decreases in particle sizes in these lower layers (Fig. 8). The gross behavior observed is that, due to the larger crystals and thereby the higher fallspeeds in layers near the top, the cloud top tends to collapse onto the bottom (Fig. 7). Thus, cloud thickness is halved at the end of 40 min. The cloud has fallen out of the initially supersaturated layer by the end of the period and is sublimating everywhere. Crystal lengths, which are initially 200 \( \mu \)m, are relatively large (223 \( \mu \)m) near cloud top, compared to those at the bottom (117 \( \mu \)m), in the latter stages of cloud evolution (Fig. 8).

The most significant influence on crystal growth is the depletion of vapor in the cloud and the fall of the cloud out of the initial humid layer. The saturation ratio is reduced more quickly (see Table 1) to 1 (in \( \sim \) 5 min) at cloud base than at cloud top. Beyond 20 min, the saturation ratio everywhere within the cloud remains constant. The cloud is at this time slowly sublimating and moistening the drier air below the level of formation. The tendency for the saturation ratio within the cloud to be close to unity implies that the
cloud is brought to a regime where the radiative effects become comparable to or can even dominate the thermodynamic effects in the growth or sublimation of ice crystals [see discussion following Eq. (22)]. The absolute growth or sublimation rates in this regime are, however, small.

a. Changes in cloud parameters

The changes in crystal sizes during the evolution of the cloud imply a change in the optical depth which, in turn, as shown in section 3, will influence the radiative convergences and divergences. This dependence of the cloud physical parameters on crystal sizes and saturation state is highlighted by considering the evolution of four different clouds with different initial specifications. The cloud altitude and temperature are the same in all cases (temperature is 228 K; P is 250 mb). It is assumed, as before, that the initial cloud nucleation has occurred. The four cases considered are as follows:

A: $S_{\text{cloud}} = 1.2$, $S_{\text{below}} = 0.9$, $L = 200 \, \mu m$, $n = 0.03 \, \text{cm}^{-3}$, identical to the one considered in the previous subsection.

B: Same as A except $n = 0.1 \, \text{cm}^{-3}$

C: Same as A except $S_{\text{below}} = 0.7$

D: Same as A except length = 500 $\mu m$, $n = 0.01 \, \text{cm}^{-3}$ and with ice water path similar to B.

Cloud evolution is followed for 40 min and the results are shown in Figs. 9a–c.

The ice water path at different times during the evolution of the cloud is shown in Fig. 9a. Cases A and C, although initialized at identical ice water paths, differ by a factor of 4 at the end of 40 min. The drier air below cloud base in case C causes a higher ice mass to be sublimated. From Table 2, the crystals at the cloud base initially in case C sublimate almost completely after 40 min (length is reduced to 5 $\mu m$). Even at cloud top, there exist larger crystals (225 $\mu m$) in case A than in case C (100 $\mu m$). Due to the presence of the larger crystals for a longer time, the entire cloud in A falls 600 m more than the cloud in C (Table 2).

Cases B and D represent relatively high initial ice water path situations (Fig. 9a). Note that while case B has a higher initial ice content by virtue of high number concentrations, case D has a higher initial ice water path by virtue of a higher mass per crystal. The ice crystals sublime more slowly in D than in B. The larger crystals in case D lose mass more slowly as they fall into the drier subcloud air because there is less surface area per unit mass of ice than when the same mass is distributed over a large number of smaller crystals. Crystal lengths in D remain fairly large (greater than 440 $\mu m$) even after 40 min both at cloud top and cloud base (Table 3). The cloud in case D falls a greater vertical distance (5 km) than any of the other cases owing to a higher fall velocity of the larger crystals. Indeed, this case may be beyond the range of validity of the present model. Because of the higher initial concentration in case B relative to case A, the competition for vapor increases and crystal lengths at cloud top after 40 min are smaller (223 $\mu m$ in case A versus 210 $\mu m$ in case B).

b. Changes in radiative parameters

We now consider the changes in albedo and the up-welling longwave flux ($F_{\text{CLDTOP}}$) that accompany the changes in the ice crystals' microphysics. The decrease in ice burden by 5 gm m$^{-2}$ in case A after 40 minutes leads to an increase in the longwave flux (Fig. 9b) at cloud top by about 6 W m$^{-2}$. Since case C exhibits a reduction in the ice loading from 20 to 5 gm m$^{-2}$ over 40 min, the corresponding change in the longwave flux is higher at cloud top (36 W m$^{-2}$). Since cases B and D are initialized to nearly equal ice water contents and after 40 minutes still possess substantial loading (case D: 63 to 54 gm m$^{-2}$; case B: 60 to 45 gm m$^{-2}$), the longwave flux is almost unchanged between time zero and after 40 minutes. It is pointed out, however, that...
Table 2. Crystal lengths at time zero, after 40 minutes, and the distance fallen by clouds described in Cases A, B, C and D in 40 minutes (see text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$L_{WP}$ at $t = 0$ (µm)</th>
<th>$L_{WP}$ at $t = 40$ (µm)</th>
<th>$L_{WP}$ at base (µm)</th>
<th>Height fallen (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case D differs from B at all times by 28 W m$^{-2}$. The primary factor for this is the difference in the cloud optical depth. Since mass loadings are similar, the cloud with the smaller crystals will have a larger optical depth and will reduce the upward longwave flux at the cloud top more effectively. The cloud with the smaller crystals will also exhibit a larger radiative divergence at cloud top and a larger radiative convergence at cloud base (see Figs. 1, 3).

The changes in albedo (Fig. 9c) exhibit similar changes as seen for the longwave flux. At the end of 40 minutes, the differences between cases A and C is 0.07 (amounting to a difference in flux of 50 W m$^{-2}$). Cases B and D differ by $\sim$63 W m$^{-2}$ at all times. The albedo is generally higher for higher mass loadings (Fig. 2) while for a fixed ice content, it is higher for a cloud containing smaller crystals.

The results of this section show that a cloud layer formed in a quiescent environment undergoes significant evolution over short time scales (approximately an hour or less). Although radiative energy may not play an important role in the growth of ice crystals when they form initially in high supersaturation regimes, the evolution of the crystal sizes tends to alter both the short- and longwave radiation fields. In turn, these changes affect the energy balance inside the cloud. The evolution of the cloud microphysical parameters tends to drive the humidity within the cloud to ice saturation, a regime where the radiative effects become more influential relative to the thermodynamic effects.

6. Summary and conclusions

We have investigated the interactions of the latent, diffusive and radiation fields in cirrus clouds for various ice crystal lengths and concentrations and have studied the evolution of the clouds in saturated and unsaturated environments.

In Case D, the initial crystal length is 500 µm, the concentration 0.01 cm$^{-3}$ and the ice water path similar to B. Figure shows evolution of (a) ice water path, (b) the emergent longwave flux at cloud top ($F_{CLD}$), and (c) the solar cloud albedo ($S_{ref}$).
Table 3. Crystal lengths at time t = 0 and after 40 minutes and the distance fallen by clouds described in Cases A, B, C and D (see text) in 40 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Length (bottom) t = 0</th>
<th>Length (top) t = 40</th>
<th>Length (base) t = 40</th>
<th>Height fallen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(μm)</td>
<td>(μm)</td>
<td>(μm)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clouds composed of smaller crystals have higher concentrations and possess a higher optical depth for the same ice content and cloud thickness compared to clouds composed of larger crystals. The variations in the crystal lengths and concentrations are as important as the column ice content in determining the optical depth and the radiative convergences (or divergences).

The interactions between the radiative and the microphysical processes were investigated using mass and energy balance relationships for individual crystals. For the cases examined, growth (or sublimation) rates are primarily determined by ice saturation ratios. Radiative influences on crystal growth (or sublimation) are important only near an ice saturation ratio of unity, where the absolute values of growth (or sublimation) rates are small. Radiative convergences alter the ice crystal energy balance, insofar as the exchange of heat between crystal and environment is concerned. For thin cloud optical depths, heat is diffused away from crystals (i) at cloud top to balance the latent heat release; and (ii) at cloud base to balance the flux convergences due to radiation and latent heat. At large optical depths, the diffusive flux at cloud top becomes negligible while at cloud base it becomes the dominant physical mechanism, balancing both the latent and radiative flux convergences.

The basic feature in the evolution of cirrostratus cloud layers, initially supersaturated within and with subsaturated air below, is that crystals become larger at the cloud top initially before diminishing in size, as a result of decrease in supersaturation and fall into dry air. Crystals are always smaller at cloud base than at cloud top. Growth of ice crystals in supersaturated regimes results in a decrease of the ice saturation ratio, accompanied by a depletion in the ambient vapor field. In our present model where there are no updrafts accompanied by fresh nucleation, the cloud subsides out of the initially supersaturated regime and the cloud top tends to collapse upon the cloud base. The time period of evolution for a single cloud cycle in this study is comparable to the time period obtained in convective cirrus cloud cell models (e.g., Starr and Cox, 1985) for clouds of initially comparable properties. As the cloud evolves, temporal changes occur in the radiation fields, both within and at the cloud boundaries. Due to the dependence of crystal fall speeds on size, cloud microphysical characteristics become an important determinant of the vertical distance fallen by clouds.

It is somewhat intriguing that a simulation with microphysical details but no convection compares at all with a simulation employing bulk microphysics but detailed convection (Starr and Cox, 1985). Gross cloud behavior may possibly be compared with "bulk" treatments of both cloud dynamics and microphysics. Nevertheless, it is certain that a comprehensive understanding of cirrus clouds will require detailed treatment of both microphysics and convection.
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Appendix A

Radiative Transfer Model

The radiative transfer across the cloud in the solar and the longwave spectra is evaluated using the delta-Eddington approximation. The azimuthally independent equation for any plane-parallel homogeneous layer at any wavelength can be written as

$$\mu \frac{dI}{d\delta} = I(\delta, \mu) - \frac{1}{2} \int_{-1}^{1} d\mu' P(\mu, \mu') I(\delta, \mu') - J$$  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

where $\mu$ is the cosine of the zenith angle, $\delta$ the optical depth of the layer, $P$ the phase function of the scatterers and $J$ the source function. In the solar spectrum,

$$J = \frac{\mu_0 F_0 \omega}{4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

where $\mu_0$ is cosine of the solar zenith angle and $F_0$ the incident solar flux, while in the longwave

$$J = (1 - \omega) B(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A3)

where $B$ is the Planck function corresponding to the layer temperature.

In the longwave spectrum, we consider the transfer of radiation in the 8–12 μm spectral interval only. We ignore the radiative effects of gases in the cloud layer (Stephens, 1983; Liu, 1974). Radiation is assumed to be incident on the top and bottom of the cloud. With the Eddington approximation

$$I(\delta, \mu) = I_0(\delta) + I_1(\delta) \mu,$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4)

the transfer equation (A1) becomes, for the $i$th layer

$$I_{0i} = k_{1i} \exp(m_i \delta_i) + k_{2i} \exp(-m_i \delta_i) + B(T_i)$$

$$I_{1i} = \frac{m_i}{(1 - \omega_i g)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A5)

$$\times \left[ k_{2i} \exp(-m_i \delta_i) - k_{1i} \exp(m_i \delta_i) - \frac{dB(T_i)/d\delta}{m_i} \right]$$
with \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, N \) and
\[
m_i^2 = [3(1 - \omega_i)(1 - \omega_i g_i)],
\]
where \( k_{1i}, k_{2i} \) are constants determined from boundary conditions and \( g_i \) is the asymmetry factor. To account for phase functions peaked sharply in the forward direction, the single scattering parameters are scaled (Joseph et al., 1976).

The radiation field inside the cloud is completely determined by the sets of \( 2N \) coefficients \( (k_{1i}, k_{2i}) \). The fluxes are given by
\[
F_\tau(\tau_i) = \pi [I_{\theta_0}(\delta_i) \pm \frac{2}{3} I_{\theta_1}(\delta_i)] \tag{A7}
\]
We need \( 2N \) equations to evaluate these coefficients. There are two boundary conditions related to the radiative fluxes external to the cloud namely, 1) the radiative flux incident at cloud top \([F^4(\delta = 0)]\), and 2) the radiative flux incident at cloud base \([F^4(\delta = \delta_i)]\).

The remaining \( 2N - 2 \) conditions are that the intensities be continuous at each of the \( N - 1 \) levels, i.e.,
\[
I_{\theta_0}(\delta = \delta_i) = I_{\theta_{0,i+1}}(\delta = \delta_i) \tag{A8}
I_{\theta_1}(\delta = \delta_i) = I_{\theta_{1,i+1}}(\delta = \delta_i) \tag{A9}
\]
for \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1 \).

The fluxes incident at the cloud boundaries are evaluated from the clear atmosphere fluxes incident at the same levels, using the model described in Ramaswamy and Kiehl (1985).

To obtain \( k_{1i}, k_{2i} \) from the \( 2N \) equations, we use the matrix inversion technique approach described by Wiscombe (1977).

The delta-Eddington approach for the solar spectrum is well treated in several earlier investigations (Joseph et al., 1976; Coakley et al., 1983). The methodology for the present problem is similar to the approach in Ramaswamy and Kiehl (1985) with two important differences. Ice cloud single scattering properties replace those of the water cloud. Further, sublayers are introduced in the altitude range where the cloud is present to facilitate a detailed analysis of microphysical processes. The fluxes inside the cloud and at the cloud boundaries are calculated using the matrix inversion approach described in Wiscombe (1977).

**APPENDIX B**

**Cloud Evolution Model**

We solve numerically (8) and (9) in each 50 m thick layer, using 1 sec time steps, to investigate the changes in the microphysical and radiative parameters. The radiative boundary conditions are as described in section 3. The radiative energy flux absorbed per particle is determined using (11). The mass of vapor condensed is determined for each layer. New masses are found using (8) and from them new particle lengths. Changes in air and particle temperature and the total depletion of water vapor are calculated independently for each layer. A fall distance is calculated based on the mean fallspeed (Heymsfield, 1972) within that second, resulting in new vertical positions for the layers.

At this point in the calculation, the model cloud has layers of uniform thickness that are irregularly distributed in the vertical. So a linear interpolation scheme is employed and a new array of regularly spaced layers introduced such that layers of uniform thickness are spread between the top of the previous top layer and the bottom of the previous bottom layer. Particle concentrations are adjusted, keeping the total particle number constant if the new layer thickness differs from the old.

The water vapor field is assumed to be fixed in space. Changes to vapor density at a particular altitude are made when particle growth or evaporation occur within a layer at that altitude. The cloud layers fall relative to the vapor field. There is no relative air motion. The cloud layers are assumed to settle in air that is in uniform motion with no accelerations. No nucleation of new particles occurs. Initial experiments with this model have been carried out by Detwiler and Pratt (1984).
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